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Hydrocephalus is a severe brain condition in which cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) cannot properly 
drain into the spinal cord, resulting in a buildup of pressure. To relieve this pressure, a shunt is 
placed in the brain that drains the CSF. However, the failure rate of these shunts is high, 
requiring additional surgeries to check functionality or for replacement. As this is costly and 
invasive, a way to quantitatively measure the shunt flow without surgery would be valuable. In 
this work, we modify a previously successful technique that quantified blood flow in the brain to 
quantify CSF flow. This technique, called flow enhanced signal intensity (FENSI), uses 
magnetic resonance (MR) to gain a quick and accurate measurement. By adjusting imaging 
parameters from quantitative FENSI (qFENSI), we can optimize this sequence to be sensitive to 
CSF flow. We demonstrate the sensitivity of our technique down to 0.1 ml/min and up to 0.4 
ml/min. Additionally, taking into account the T1 relaxation rate, we can fit a curve to the data 
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 
 
Buildup of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), or hydrocephalus, is a medical condition where drainage of 
CSF is blocked, causing many health issues. Those with hydrocephalus experience, most 
commonly, a swelled brain due to increasing brain pressure as CSF cannot properly drain. Other 
symptoms include vomiting and seizures among others, which increase with severity the longer 
the pressure is not relieved. The most common way of relieving the pressure is to place a shunt 
in the brain that allows excess fluid from the brain to flow to other parts of the body. Placement 
of these shunts requires invasive brain surgery [1]. 
 
Not only is the surgery invasive, the shunts placed within the brain fail at a rate of 25-40% 
within one year of implantation [2]. Shunt failure is difficult to determine due to the in vivo 
nature of the shunt, and only when symptoms appear again is there any indication of such. 
Presently, the only sure way to determine if a shunt has failed is to perform yet another invasive 
brain surgery to check and replace if necessary [1, 2]. 
 
Determining whether a shunt has failed, without the need for surgery, could dramatically 
decrease the number of unnecessary surgeries. Furthermore, accurate measurement of the flow 
provides insight into the functionality of the shunt and can potentially enable the prediction of 
shunt failure before symptoms reoccur. We will explore using magnetic resonance imaging to 
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provide a non-invasive, quantitative measurement of CSF flow to address the issue of shunt 




CHAPTER 2  
BACKGROUND AND THEORY 
 
2.1 Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) relies on the inherent magnetic properties of molecules 
within our bodies. Unlike other imaging modalities such as computed tomography (CT) or x-ray, 
MRI is a safe technique as no external ionizing radiation is applied to the body. Instead, a large 
magnet generally aligned in the z-direction, or into the bore of the scanner, creates an external 
field and radiofrequency energy is applied that properties within an object respond to.  
The general principle of MR takes advantage of spin, an inherent property of protons, present in 
objects. Upon exposure to a strong magnetic field, a phenomenon known as Zeeman splitting 
occurs. Many spins will align in a low-energy state along the magnetic field. We describe these 
spins as being in a parallel state [3]. The effect of a strong magnetic field on unaligned spins is 
shown in Figure 2.1 
 
Figure 2.1: (a) Spins in random, unaligned direction. (b) Spins aligned to the magnetic field B0 in 
both the parallel and anti-parallel state.  
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While the majority of spins will be in the low-energy, parallel state, some will align anti-parallel 
and be in a high-energy state. This difference between states is what we observe on the scanner 
and is determined by the Boltzmann distribution which is noted in Equation 2.1. Despite many 
spins in the body reacting to the magnetic field, the difference is the observable signal, which is 
somewhere on the order of 3 parts per million (ppm). This makes MR an inherently low-
sensitivity technique. Equation 2.2 gives us the total magnetization we expect to see as a direct 
function of the Boltzmann distribution and the strength of the magnetic field. Here Nup is the 
number of spins in the parallel state, Ndown is the number of spins in the anti-parallel state, γ is 
the gyromagnetic ratio, ћ is Planck’s constant, K is Boltzmann’s constant, Ts is the absolute 
temperature, and B0 is the strength of the magnetic field [3]. 
 
    𝑁𝑢𝑝 − 𝑁𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛  ≈  𝑁𝑠
𝛾ћ𝐵0
2𝐾𝑇𝑠
     (2.1) 
   𝑀𝑧
0 = |?⃗⃗? | =  
𝛾2ћ2𝐵0𝑁𝑠
4𝐾𝑇𝑠
     (2.2) 
 
To get a signal from the tissue of interest, we must knock the spins out of these states. When an 
external radiofrequency (RF) pulse is applied to the body, spins are knocked out of their 
alignment along the magnetic field. MR applies a brief pulse to the body. When the RF pulse 
ends, the spins begin to relax. The different relaxation times of tissues of interest create a 
contrast in the images that enables us to see distinction between different tissues. Changing the 





2.2 CSF Flow 
The ability to measure the slow flow of CSF with MR will eliminate the need for an exploratory 
invasive brain surgery. CSF shunt flows with an average of 0.135 ml/min in children. However, 
the range of flows can be as slow as 0.001 ml/min to as fast as 0.45 ml/min [4]. There is large 
variation in the flow ranges among ages as well. Human adults generate approximately 500 mL 
of CSF per day, which roughly translates to a 0.34 ml/min flow rate, should the flow rate be 
constant [5]. A robust flow measurement technique is important to quantify across the range of 
flows potentially seen. The ability to track the change of flows across a period of time can 
provide valuable insight into the functionality of the shunt and indicate whether a shunt may fail 
soon.  
 
2.3 Flow Measurement Techniques 
A powerful feature of MRI is its ability to image more than structure. MRI can capture a variety 
of other measurements such as function, diffusion, and flow. There are several commonly used 
flow measurement MR techniques in the literature. Among the most popular is arterial spin 
labeling (ASL) which labels blood before it enters a slice of interest and examines its arrival into 
tissues. Diffusion-based methods such as intravoxel incoherent motion (IVIM) can also be used 
to image flow [6]. Diffusion is the random motion of water during the imaging experiments. It 
has also been used to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio of microscopic MR imaging through the 
diffusion enhancement of signal and resolution (DESIRE) [7]. FENSI builds upon the techniques 





2.3.1 ASL and DESIRE 
Flow-based measurement techniques already have proven useful in measuring flows such as 
cerebral blood flow (CBF). Many ASL techniques will image the flow a distance away from the 
tagging plane and rely on the wash-in/wash-out dynamics of tagged blood in the imaging slice 
[8]. Generally a tagged image and a control image are taken, and an image of flow is generated 
by subtracting the former from the latter.  
 
DESIRE is a MR microscopy technique developed to enhance the signal measurement. To boost 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), DESIRE creates enhancement by utilizing spin diffusion dynamics. 
This is done by measuring all the protons that pass through a region over a period of time, rather 
than only measuring the present protons in said small region [7]. 
 
2.3.2 FENSI as a Flow Technique 
FENSI uses the same signal enhancement technique as DESIRE to obtain gains in SNR. While 
DESIRE was previously used for diffusion-enhancement, FENSI modifies this to provide a 
localized flow measure. FENSI is similar to a 1-dimensional DESIRE experiment with a spin-
echo (SE) echo planar imaging (EPI) readout. Signal intensity is enhanced through the thin slice 
tagging plane, saturating spins proportional to the flow rate. Then, difference images can be 
taken between a tag and control image, like ASL, to generate a flow enhanced signal intensity 
image.  
 
Previously, FENSI has been used as a functional MRI technique by imaging cerebral blood flow 
(CBF) during visual task-based experiments. Signal changes were shown to agree with 
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theoretical experiments within 10% and good localization to the parenchyma [9]. FENSI was 
also modified to provide a quantitative measure as well as a qualitative measure, called 
quantitative FENSI (qFENSI). qFENSI can provide cerebral blood flow maps quantified as 
volumetric flux within gray and white matter areas during functional activation as well [10]. The 
success of FENSI at low flow rates and its versatility in choosing the imaging plane suggest that 
FENSI is a good method for measuring the low flow rates of CSF.  
 
Here we modify the FENSI sequence to make quantitative measurements of shunt flow. While 
qFENSI has been shown to work in blood [10], we will modify the sequence to improve the 





CHAPTER 3  
MEASUREMENT OF FLOW WITH SHUNT-FENSI 
 
3.1  FENSI Sequence Optimized for CSF 
We now optimize the previous qFENSI to be sensitive to CSF shunt flows. Using the same 
overall sequence structure, we can adjust imaging parameters to increase sensitivity and provide 
quantitative relationships between flow rate and signal. Different geometries and long T1 require 
a careful quantification process during the post-processing of the FENSI sequence.  
 
3.1.1   Flow Ranges of Interest 
FENSI is a versatile sequence as we can modify its imaging parameters to optimize sensitivity to 
various flows. Previously, qFENSI was used to quantify blood flow in the range of 0.04 ml/min 
to 0.4 ml/min [10]. The average amount of CSF produced by the brain daily is approximately 
500 ml/day [5]. This corresponds to CSF flows on the order of 0.13 ml/min. As the target flow is 
0.13 ml/min, we hope to achieve sensitivity to differences in flows of 0.05 ml/min. It would be 
ideal to observe up to 0.4 ml/min, for CSF flows that are faster. As such, a range of 0 to 0.4 
ml/min is large for the sensitivity that we wish to achieve. We can create two sequences, one 
optimized for flows from 0 to 0.2 ml/min, and one for faster flows from 0.2 ml/min to 0.4 






3.1.2   Sequence 
FENSI is a spin-echo pairwise subtraction technique that takes advantage of the difference 
between two images to enhance signal intensity. Each FENSI image is generated from a control 
image and a tag image. A tag image is taken first. We excite a thin slice “continuously” for the 
specific total amount of tagging time. The continuous tagging allows a build-up of tagged spins 
that directly correspond to the flow pushed through the tube; this difference of tagged spins is 
what serves as the FENSI signal.  
 
As a continuous tag is physically unachievable, we instead use multiple +45° pulses spaced 
closely together. Two +45° pulses sum to +90°, generating the flip angle that we desire. We use 
two +45° pulses instead of one 90° pulse to balance magnetization transfer (MT) effects between 
tag and control images [10].  
 
Like the tag image, the control image also continuously tags. However, we do not want a build-
up of tag in this image. Instead of simply not tagging for the same amount of time, we again use 
pairs of 45° pulses. Now, we introduce an 180° phase shift to the second pulse, resulting in +45°, 
-45° pulses, effectively creating a 0° pulse. This sequence structure allows any MT effects from 
static tissue to be cancelled out during subtraction of tag and control, as the same number and 
flip angle of RF pulses are used in both the tag and control images.  
 
After the continuous tag period, both the tag and control images end with three post-tagging 
pulses. Though the two 45°-pulses eliminate MT effects, there is still a tagging plane profile 
artifact. The tag pulses of +45°,+45° generate a wider and sharper tag than +45°,-45°. The 
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purpose of these post-tagging pulses is thus to eliminate any MR signal within this region to 
cover the main lobe and any side lobes from the previous tags that might have been introduced. 
As a general rule of thumb, this post-tag should be roughly thrice the tag-plane thickness [10]. 
The pulse sequence of the quantitative FENSI sequence is shown in Figure 3.1. 
 
In post-processing, the tagged image is subtracted from the control image, generating a 
difference image. The remaining signal is the build-up of tagged spins during the tagging 
sequence and is related to the amount of flow passing perpendicularly through the imaging plane.  
 
 
Figure 3.1: (a) General pulse sequence for the tagging image. τ represents the tag spacing between 





3.1.3  Imaging Parameters 
The qFENSI pulse sequence creates a tagging geometry as shown in Figure 3.2. Though we will 
use the same pulse sequence for shunt-FENSI as qFENSI, we will modify the imaging 
parameters to achieve sensitivity to CSF flow.  
 
3.1.3.1  Voxel Dimensions 
3.1.3.1.1  Voxel Width 
To choose the sequence parameters, we start with the geometry of the tube and the voxel. The 
voxel width will be dependent on the field of view (FOV) we wish to image. We want to make 
sure our FOV has enough signal for the MRI scanner to find the resonant frequency. In 
particular, we also want to make sure that the tubes will be appropriately visible within the voxel, 
so the FOV must not be too large. A FOV of 240 mm provides enough signal for the MR scanner 
without loss of tube specificity in the image. As FENSI’s base resolution is 64, this makes our 
voxel width 3.75 mm x 3.75 mm. We designed this for a Medtronic EDM ventricular catheter 
shunt, with an inner tube diameter of 1.5 mm. The tube fraction percent of the voxel is a ratio of 
areas, approximately 12.56%.  
 
3.1.3.1.2  Voxel Length 
We assume plug flow within the tube to simplify our analysis, meaning flow is constant 
throughout the tube. If flow is linearly proportional to the amount of signal received, the length 
of the voxel will determine the upper limit of flows we can detect. Flows that are fast enough to 
completely escape the end of the voxel will be indistinguishable as the signal seen in the tube 






Figure 3.2: Geometry of FENSI tagging sequence. The inner red box shows the tagging plane with 
thickness ttag. The outer blue box shows the post-tagging plane of thickness tposttag. Flow passes 
perpendicular to this plane, as indicated by the arrows. The top image shows flow moving left to 





Figure 3.3: Travel of flow with changing voxel lengths. As the voxel length increases, the 
maximum flow that is detectable before saturation increases linearly. Total tagging time is 3 s. 
 
For voxel lengths less than 10 mm we cannot easily distinguish flows above 0.165 ml/min. If we 
want to be sensitive to flows above this, we must have a longer voxel length. However, too long 
a voxel length will reduce the amount of signal for slow flows.  
 
We will use a voxel length of 20 mm to balance both effects. This voxel length will be kept 
constant for both slow and fast sequences. Though the plot shows that at 0.35 ml/min flow we 
might have difficulties distinguishing the fast sequence flows, we can set this optimization via 






3.1.3.2  Total Tagging Time 
The same effects as described for voxel length can also be controlled by the total amount of 
tagging time. A shorter tag time could increase our upper limit but restrict our lower limit of 
flows. Shorter tagging times would mean only the fastest flows saturate the tubes; likewise, slow 
flows may not escape the post-tagging plane if not given enough time.  
 
As well as the issue of tube saturation, we also must consider the already tagged spins between 
the tag and control images. Tagged spins from the previous tag image could still be moving 
through the tube when the control image is taken. Slow flows combined with the long T1 of CSF 
could thus corrupt the control image signal. If the flow is fast enough, tagged spins from the 
previous tag image will escape the tube and not affect the subsequent control image.  
Since we have set our voxel length to be 20 mm, we will use two different total tagging times to 
account for the above issues in our fast and slow sequences.  
 
For our fast sequence we will use a total tag time of 3 s with a repetition time (TR) of 4.5 s.  
For slow sequences we will use a total tagging time of 8 s with a TR of 10 s. For a T1 of about 
4s, waiting two T1’s will recover enough to insignificantly affect our signal. Simulations suggest 
that an 8 s tagging time will give us more sensitivity to slow flows as shown in Figure 3.4.  
 
To keep the length of the sequences the same, however, we will decrease the total number of 
control-tag pairs we get in each sequence. Our fast sequence obtains 20 control-tag pairs in three 





Figure 3.4: Simulated expected percent signal change for different total tagging times, 8 and 3 s 
respectively. For flows up to 0.2 ml/min, a total tagging time of 8 s will have greater sensitivity 
than a 3 s tagging time.  
 
3.1.3.3 Tagging Plane Width 
For the slowest flow, we can make our post-tag width small enough to ensure we will observe its 
movement through the tube. This width will be limited by the physical properties of the MR 
scanner gradients. It is also limited as it must be large enough to properly cover any sidelobe 
effects. The post-tag width then must be roughly thrice the width of our tagging plane to do so 
[10]. However, we are also concerned that our lowest flow rates will not provide enough signal if 
we use such a wide post-tag plane. We will balance these two limitations by using a post-tag 
width roughly twice the width of our tagging plane. With a tagging plane of 0.8 mm, we will use 
a 1.4 mm post-tag plane. For a sharper tagging plane of 0.4 mm, we will use a 0.7 mm post-tag 
plane. At a total tagging time of 8 s, the slowest flow, 0.05 ml/min, will escape the post-tag 
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plane, as it moves 3.773 mm, more than enough to clear the post-tag plane, considering a shunt 
tube inner diameter of 1.5 mm.  
 
3.1.3.4 Tag Spacing 
An ideal assumption of continuous tagging was also made. Very close tag spacing is difficult to 
achieve. Too wide a tag spacing can result in missing large chunks of flow as it passes through 
the tagging plane. If the flow moves fast enough to escape through the tag plane before it is hit 
by the tagging pulse, we will lose significant signal. Thus, the tag spacing is set by the upper 
limit of flow that we wish to quantify, which is 0.4 ml/min. 
 
As the thinnest tagging plane we use is 0.4 mm, we can easily convert and divide to find that the 
upper limit of tag spacing is 106 ms. At a speed of 0.4 ml/min, we can find the total volume of 
fluid moved using an inner tubing diameter of 1.5 mm and regular conversion rates. Knowing 
that the fastest flow will move at a speed of 3.773 mm/s, we must have a tag spacing of more 
than 106 ms to completely clear the 0.4 mm tag plane. 
 
If we assume that there is no T1 recovery during this period, as long as the tag spacing is below 
this upper limit, the tagging is completely unaffected. With T1 recovery, a closer tag spacing 
would mathematically produce a greater signal. Re-tagging the spins more often approaches a 
continuous tag, meaning T1 recovery does not begin until flow leaves the tagging plane.  
 
However, numerical simulations show that tag spacings below the 106 ms limit produce 
essentially the same signal change, and so we can pick any tag spacing below 106 ms, even when 
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T1 recovery is considered.  We will use 100 ms for our tag spacing for both our fast and slow 
flow sequences. The signal difference for three tag spacings is shown in Figure 3.5. Tag spacings 
of 50 ms and 100 ms show similar signal changes; a tag spacing of 150 ms shows a decrease of 
about 10% in signal.  
 
Table 3.1 shows the differences in tagging parameters from the previous FENSI sequence for 
blood-flow imaging. Primary differences are the thin slice, tagging durations, and consequently 
TR. Although the range of flows of interest is approximately the same, the T1 of blood is very 
different from the T1 of CSF. The T1 of blood is much shorter at 1680 ms, so we must 
accommodate for the T1 differences in our imaging parameters [11]. 
 
 
Figure 3.5: Tag spacings of 50 and 100 ms show similar changes in signal change; 150 ms shows 





Table 3.1: MR Pulse Sequence Parameter Comparison of qFENSI and Shunt-FENSI [10] 
Sequence Parameter qFENSI (blood) Shunt-FENSI (CSF) 
Field of view (FOV)  220 mm 240 mm 
In-plane matrix size 64 x 64 64 x 64 
Repetition Time (TR)/Echo Time (TE) 5000/44 ms 10000/44 ms (slow flow) 
4500/44 ms (fast flow) 
Tagging plane/post-tag saturation slice/imaging slice 3/8/20 mm 0.4/0.7/20 mm 
RF pair spacing 30 ms 100 ms 
Tagging duration 3 s 8 s (slow flow)  
3 s (fast flow) 
 
3.1.4  Protocol 
The FENSI protocol for CSF shunt is as follows. We use a combination of high-resolution scans 
for localization purposes and low-resolution FENSI scans to capture the flow of CSF. In post-
processing, this allows us to register the high-resolution to the low-resolution and obtain accurate 
results.  
 
We will use this protocol to validate our FENSI sequence with extra-ventricular drain (EVD) 
patients. EVD patients also have shunts placed within their brains to drain CSF, for a variety of 
reasons. However, unlike shunts that drain into the rest of the body, the fluid leaves the body and 
is collected outside in a bag. This provides us the advantage of confirming our measurement. 
Knowing the total tagging time and measuring the output of fluid gives us an estimated actual 
flow rate. We can compare this to our measured flow rate from the FENSI sequence to validate 






The localizer sequence is a standard 3D Siemens sequence that enables the user to get a basic 
feel for where the object of interest is located. The localizer uses the position as determined 
manually by the user when sending the table into the bore.  
 
3.1.4.2 T2-SPACE 3D 
In order to find the correct slice for the tube(s), a higher resolution scan is taken. The low-
resolution localizer gives us a general idea where to image; this T2-SPACE sequence is high-
resolution and covers the whole brain, which will allow us to precisely find the tube. From this 
three-dimensional scan, the exact slice position can be saved and dragged back into the exam 
card window. Figure 3.6 shows the process of localizing the tube and determining the correct 
slice orientation to intersect the shunt perpendicularly.  
 
 
Figure 3.6: Sagittal view of the 3D T2-SPACE image. The shunt is viewable within the red box. 
We can tilt our imaging plane to intersect the tube perpendicularly, as shown with the red dotted 




3.1.4.3 T1-TSE 2D 
With the exact slice position selected from the previous sequence, a high-resolution 2D slice is 
taken. The tubes should be clearly visible in this slice, which will be necessary for post-
processing analysis. At FENSI’s low resolution, the tubes are not visible to the human eye.  
The 2D slice will be used to create a mask that precisely localizes the tubes. This sequence also 
confirms the location of the tubes during the scan, as we should easily be able to see all tubes in 
this high-resolution scan. 
 
3.1.4.4 EPI BOLD 
The next sequence provides the registration space for the FENSI sequence. This is a Siemens 
product sequence that has the same read-out and imaging parameters as the FENSI sequence. It 
is not good practice to register a single slice to another single slice; thus, this product sequence 
takes 11 slices about the imaging plane. It is a quick scan that allows for registration to the high-
resolution 2D TSE in post-processing. Before the FENSI sequences are run, shimming is done 
over the area of interest. We also would like to shim over the tubes, as that is the most important 
location in the image. For the phantom studies where there are many tubes, a smaller shim box is 
used. For human studies, as there is only one tube, shimming over a single tube is possible. 
 
3.1.4.5 FENSI 
After shimming to the tube(s), the FENSI sequences are run at the precise slice location as 
prescribed from above. Multiple FENSI sequences are run to gain a broad range of flow 
conditions. At a minimum, no flow and high flow trials are run. Ideally, we would obtain three 
conditions: no flow, high flow, and low flow, in that order. For validation trials we will use a 
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highly precise pump to generate multiple flows within our range of interest. In the human 
validation studies, with extra-ventricular drain (EVD) patients, the flow rate can be adjusted by 
opening and closing a valve in the EVD tube and raising and lowering the drainage bag. 
 
3.2  FENSI Post-Processing 
Post-processing of FENSI images is done in MATLAB, using FSL software to aid with 
localization of tubes. Numerical simulations of the FENSI process are used to help accurately 
quantify the flow.  
 
3.2.1  Post-Processing 
FENSI sequences are reconstructed on the scanner and exported as DICOMs. Using mricrogl_lx 
software, these DICOMs can be converted to NIFTI files, which is the file type that is used for 
the rest of post-processing.  
 
3.2.1.1  Tube Selection 
With the high-resolution 2D scan, a mask can be created using FSL. This mask is in the high-
resolution space; we will need to register it to the low-resolution FENSI space. Using the 
MCFLIRT toolbox of FSL, we can register this mask to the FENSI space with the EPI BOLD 
sequence [12]. Now we have a mask that can be applied to our FENSI data and will precisely 
find the tubes. This process can be observed in Figure 3.7 
 
Alternatively, the high flow sequences display high signal in the difference images and are often 
easily distinguishable. If the registration fails, it is often possible to find the tubes via visual 
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Figure 3.7: (a) 2D TSE human brain scan with visible tubes. The red box zooms in on the tubes 
to show that they are clearly visible. (b) The process of creating the tube mask is shown in 




3.2.1.2  Difference Image 
The NIFTI files are processed through MATLAB and separated into tag and control images. The 
first two pairs (or the first four images obtained) are taken out of analysis to eliminate any 
transient effects of the scanner (T1- relaxation effects) or the start and stop of flow moving 
through the tube.  
 
The mask is applied to the data to isolate the voxels of interest where the tubes were localized. 
These points are used as the tubes, or voxels of interest, for further analysis. 
 
Though the tube is only about 12% of the full voxel size, it is possible that the tube will intersect 
multiple voxels. To account for this, a summation of the eight surrounding voxels of the voxel of 
interest is used as the total signal. This creates a 3x3 region-of-interest (ROI), rather than a single 
point. Any noise that is also summed should be subtracted out when taking the difference 
between the two images.  
 
This total summed signal is calculated for each image, tagged and control. From this we average 
each ROI’s total signal for tagged images and control images. The final step is to take the 
difference between the two, control minus tagged. This results in a final difference image that is 
the difference between the averaged control images and averaged tagged images. Both a tagged 
image and resulting difference image are shown in Figure 3.8. 
 





Figure 3.8: A tagged image of phantom and a difference output image (Control Image – Tag 
Image) of high flow at 0.3 ml/min. The tubes are very visible for high flow in the difference 
image. The ROIs used for quantification purposes are boxed in the difference image. 
 
3.2.2  Quantification 
3.2.2.1  T1 Recovery 
A previous assumption made when optimizing imaging parameters was a lack of T1 recovery. 
This is a naïve assumption. As the tagged spins flow through the imaging plane and the tube, 
they will experience T1 recovery as per the longitudinal component of magnetization in Equation 
3.1. Here Mz
0 is the total magnetization as determined by Boltzmann’s distribution, and Mz(0+) is 
the magnetization immediately after the RF pulse is applied. This equation generates a 
logarithmic relationship of longitudinal recovery [3]. 
𝑀𝑧(𝑡) = 𝑀𝑧






𝑇1     (3.1) 
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Fast flows might move fast enough to escape the voxel before significant T1 recovery occurs; 
slow flows will be significantly affected by T1 recovery. The T1 for CSF at 3T is 4.16s 3s [13]. 
We can model the T1 effect of CSF for various T1 values to determine the amount of signal we 
will lose. As we have two different total tagging times, we must consider these two cases 
separately when looking at the total amount of signal.  
 
The plots in Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show roughly a linear range for our desired flows. We see that 
T1 recovery generates a logarithmic relationship between flow and expected signal, with less 
sensitivity to higher flows. This follows from our knowledge of T1 recovery modeled as a 
negative exponential.  
 
We can generate a best-fit line for simulated values of flows to determine the T1 recovery 
equations for different T1s. These lines show expected signal as a percent of total possible 
signal.  
 
If we know T1, we can take the inverse of this best-fit line to predict flow. Taking the inverse of 
the best-fit lines allows us to roughly estimate what flow we are measuring as a function of the 
percent signal we obtain from the difference image.  
 
With our parameters as determined, we generate two curves, one for the fast sequence (3 s tag 
time) and one for the slow (8 s tag time). Figure 3.4 on page 15 showed the simulated values 
expected. The inverse plot in Figure 3.11 changes the input variable, allowing for a rough 





Figure 3.9: Simulated expected percent signal change across flow rates for various T1 values. 
Total tagging time is 8 s. 
 
Figure 3.10: Simulated expected percent signal change across flow rates for various T1 values. 





Figure 3.11: Inverse curve of predicted percent signal change. This allows for prediction of flow 
based on percent signal change observed. 
 
 
3.2.2.2  Conversion Factor 
Knowing the imaging parameters is crucial to quantifying the flow. We will also need a 
conversion factor. As MR is a technique of relative signal changes, each time we image we must 
have a sense of what “full” signal means. For human brains, we can use a voxel of CSF from the 
ventricles, and for phantom trials we can use stagnant water. We use a voxel of our conversion 
factor within the FOV of the FENSI sequence, which will ensure consistency with the signal in 
the shunt voxel.   
 
A naïve estimate of our flow can be calculated simply by knowing the imaging parameters and 
geometry of our tube. As we know the dimensions of our voxel and of the shunt, we can 
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calculate the amount of signal per mL. It is a simple division to then find estimated ml/min since 
we know the total amount of tagging time.  
 
The issue with this approach is lack of T1 recovery, which we established as crucial to the 
quantification process. We can address this in our post-processing of FENSI images or in the 
simulations that generate our best fit curves.  
 
In general, it is good practice to keep the data and simulated values isolated. We can normalize 
the measured data by dividing our difference voxels by a full voxel of signal – either water in a 
syringe for a phantom or a full ventricle voxel for brain. This will give us a map of the percent 
signal change, thereby reflecting the simulation.  
 
    
𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 – 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔
𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑦𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒/𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒








4.1 Validation Trials 
We confirm that FENSI will be sensitive to both CSF’s slow flows and long T1 by performing 
multiple validation trials with both phantom and human brain.  
 
4.1.1 Phantom Data 
Phantom data was collected with a Siemens quality control cylindrical phantom. The imaging 
parameters chosen optimized faster flows: tube length 10 mm, FOV 220 mm, total tagging time 
3 s, base resolution 64. Tygon R-3603 tubing was connected to a Medtronic EDM ventricular 
catheter, which served as the shunt. Two loops, one of tubing and one of shunt, were formed and 
taped to the side of the phantom. Loops were placed carefully such that the imaging plane would 
intersect perpendicularly. Data was taken on a Siemens 3 T Trio, and a 12-channel head coil was 






Figure 4.1: Phantom FENSI setup. Side view shows tube placement and imaging plane, 
generating the cross-sectional image on the right. Tubes are clearly visible, as well as the syringe 
for a conversion factor.  
 
Various flows were pumped through the tubing and collected at the output of the shunt using an 
MRI-compatible syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston MA). The flows tested were 0 
ml/min, 0.1 ml/min, 0.2 ml/min, 0.3 ml/min, and 0.4 ml/min. Two full sets of data were 
collected, and the order of flows was randomized. We use distilled water, as its T1 is close to 
that of CSF [13].  
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Figure 4.2: Phantom dataset of FENSI sequence showing increased signal with increased flow. 
Each colored line represents an individual tube voxel from the FENSI image. 
 
The phantom data in Figure 4.2. confirms that increasing the inputted flows directly affects the 
amount of signal that is received. We can also gain an estimate of our sensitivity from the 
standard deviations of the data. It is likely that we will be able to detect flow above 0.2 ml/min, 
but not below 0.1 ml/min. The resolution of flow rates with these sequence parameters also does 
not seem to be as fine as we would like. The highest flow rate is within one standard deviation of 
the slowest flow. 
 
While this phantom validation conceptually demonstrates that changing flows is detectable, we 
cannot quantify this flow without a conversion factor.  Another phantom dataset was taken with 
the same imaging parameters, except for FOV, which is now 240 mm. This was increased to 
accommodate larger brains. Now we add a data point at 0.15 ml/min to observe our sensitivity 




Figure 4.3: Phantom dataset of FENSI sequence showing increased signal with increased flow 
rates. Each colored line represents an individual tube voxel. Summed signal values are used for 
quantification. Tagging time: 3 s, voxel length: 10 mm. 
 
 
Figure 4.4: Fitting a T1 curve for the dataset taken. An estimated T1 of the signal is roughly 
close to 1 s. Tagging time: 3 s, voxel length: 10 mm. 
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Quantification is also performed.  After normalizing the data with our conversion factor, we have 
an estimate for percent signal change observed. Using simulation results we can predict the 
percent signal change for the parameters we know and the knowledge of inputted flow. If we 
assume a T1 of 4 s, we do not see enough signal change to match our inputted flow. However, 
this is a poor assumption. It is possible that the tubing the fluid passes through affects our T1 
measurement. Particularly if the tubing has any sort of gadolinium contrast, this could lower the 
T1 of our signal [14].  
 
The protocol we used does not account for a T1 measurement, as we had assumed a T1 based on 
literature. Since we do not have this measurement, we can use the data points to fit a T1 curve, as 
shown in Figure 4.4. Doing so shows that the simulation can accurately predict and quantify an 
estimated flow when provided an accurate measure of T1.  
 
An additional phantom dataset was taken for the slow flow sequence, with a tagging time of 8 s 
and now a voxel length of 20 mm. The data in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show a similar trend as before: 
while we see an increase in signal with an increase in flow, our quantification process fails for an 
assumed T1. When the data points are fitted to an unknown T1, we see a curve capable of 




Figure 4.5: Phantom dataset of FENSI sequence showing increased signal with increased flow 
rates. Each colored line represents an individual tube voxel. Summed signal values are used for 
quantification. Tagging time: 8 s, voxel length: 20 mm. 
 
 
Figure 4.6: Fitting a T1 curve for the dataset taken. An estimated T1 of the signal is roughly 
close to 2 s. Tagging time: 8 s, voxel length: 20 mm. 
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4.1.2 Human Data 
As a phantom has different properties than a brain, we also used a human brain trial to confirm 
the measurement. Here we attach the same tubing and shunt to the side of a human brain instead 
of a phantom. The imaging parameters are FOV 240 mm, total tagging time 3 s, and a voxel 
length of 10 mm.  
 
The data is not as clean as the phantom, as the brain properties are less homogeneous than the 
phantom. We also now account for motion inside the coil. Data was motion corrected using FSL 
software to the first image in the FENSI sequence.  
 
With the same flows run, the total signal seen in Figure 4.7 is now significantly lower than in the 
phantom trials. More variability is observed via the larger standard deviations. This is to be 
expected due to motion and the tubing’s proximity to the brain. We still see an upwards trend 
and also the ability to distinguish no flow and greater than 0.1 ml/min.  
 
Ventricles with full signal of CSF are clearly visible in the tagged image in Figure 4.8. However, 
as the liquid pumping through the tubes is not CSF, we cannot use this as a conversion factor to 





Figure 4.7: Human dataset of FENSI sequence showing increased signal with increased flow 
rates. Each colored line represents an individual tube voxel. Summed signal values are used for 
quantification. Tagging time: 3 s, voxel length: 10 mm. 
 
 
Figure 4.8: A tagged image of brain and a difference output image (Control Image – Tag Image) 
of high flow at 0.4 ml/min. The tubes are less visible in the difference image for brain than with 




4.2 Human Experiment 
Next, we confirm the measurement with shunts placed within the brain. We use extra-ventricular 
drain (EVD) patients, which gives us the advantage of confirming outputted flow to our 
measured flow. Figure 4.9 shows our ability to localize the shunt with our 3D T2 SPACE 
sequence. The shunt within the brain is clearly visible in all three orientations (red box), 
particularly in the sagittal orientation. We can also visualize the shunt tubing outside the body 
(yellow box).  
 
From this 3D sequence, we can isolate the 2D plane that we want. We can see that the shunt is 
placed somewhat obliquely in the 3D sequence; we want to rotate our plane so as to 
perpendicularly intersect the shunt. The image from our 2D TSE sequence in Figure 4.10 
accounts for this rotation. The shunt is evident in the center of the image. The FENSI image also 
displays the tube very prominently.  
 
Localization of the shunt is good with the present protocol. A mask can easily be created with the 
2D TSE image, which can be confirmed with the clearly visible shunt in the FENSI sequence in 
Figure 4.11. We were unable to take measurements with the EVD patient as output flow 









Figure 4.9: 3D T2-SPACE images of an EVD patient. Axial, coronal, and sagittal orientations 
shown. The red boxes localize the shunt within the brain. The yellow boxes localize the tubing 
outside the brain for drainage. 
 
Figure 4.10: 2D TSE of EVD patient. Shunt in brain is clearly visible in center of brain. 
 
Figure 4.11: FENSI images of EVD patient. Lower resolution than the TSE, but the shunt is still 
visible in the upper left of the brain. 
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CHAPTER 5  
CONCLUSION 
 
The results from both the phantom and human phantom data show that FENSI is sensitive to 
flows down to 0.1 ml/min. While the change in signal demonstrates an increasing logarithmic 
relationship like we might expect, inaccurate measures of T1 have presently restricted our ability 
to accurately quantify our measurements. The data suggest the need for a T1 measurement 
sequence in our protocol for accurate quantification measurement.  
 
The quick and accurate measurement of FENSI gives a quantitative measure of CSF shunt flow, 
allowing for only necessary brain surgeries to replace failed shunts. Future work will confirm 
this technique with EVD patients.  
 
Further, FENSI is an adaptive technique, capable of sensitivity to a variety of flow rates by 
changing a few imaging parameters. The work presented demonstrates its capability as a flow 
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